
Storme Ren Heidi
Day 15, wind up key 
#devia29challenge 
Wound up. Sound up? 
Photography manipulation 
Free phone apps

I love wind up toys, have several; i put together a physical collage, photographed those, 
layered a couple, painted digitally and filtered. 
Embedding childhood toys, memories, frustrations, brought me to a musical resistive piece. I 
may love music in the car, but growing up, music represented so much anger. Educationally it 
may be wonderful for hearing kids to be a part of music but without a Deaf child expressing an 
interest, a love, there should be no requirement for that exposure. 
I hated, hated, hated standing there in music class moving my lips, anxious, over thinking, 
analyzing. Those classes were likely 20-30 minutes, still searing my brain. 

Will do this in sharpie, inks.. When i have better use of my right hand. Falling in love with 
brushing inks on heavy weight paper. Less strenuous and saves me pain. Come on surgery!

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia29challenge


Kathy Fisher-Abraham
Day 15, wind up key 
#devia29challenge
By Kathy Fisher-Abraham 2016
Title: "No-No Hands"
Materials: sketch paper, pencil, and then photoshop effects
Theme: Mouth & Ear Machine

The story is true,based on many deaf people's experiences with their oral practices, 
repetitions with discriminations and nasal sounds. " Shh, M, N" with noses and tongues 
repeatedly. They said it was like repeating their speech lessons until perfection (or rather until 
they bled out).

https://www.facebook.com/katfisher7?fref=photo
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia29challenge


Aurelio Cruz
Day 15
Title: Write Now
Motif: Wind Up Key, Resistance 
Size: 9 inch x 12 inch 

Materials:
Willow Charcoal
Black Chalk Pastel
Charcoal Pencil 
Sax White Newsprint Newspaper



Stevie Naeyaert 
Day 15: Wind Up Keys Motif

"No Need"
2016
Drawn on iPad w/ Apple Pencil using #Paper53 App #MadeByPaper

[image description: Close up of an ear with a hole in it. Next to ear is a gold wind up key 
covered with spider web. Words on screen "Nah, no need to wind up my ear. I'm good. 
'smiling face' ]

I didn't put much effort in this one. Trying to get ahead as the next few weeks will be busy.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/madebypaper
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/paper53


Amy Cohen Efron
Good afternoon! Yeah, I was working on my WIND-UP KEY art project all morning!
Here is Day 15 of #DeVIA29Challenge!
Title: "Speech Session with Dr. C."
By: Amy Cohen Efron 2016
Size: 7.5" X 13" X 4.5" 
Materials: Photography. Using cardboard shoebox, paper, tape, glue and actual wind-up 
props. 
It is time for a regular speech session with Dr. C. Hatter-Boux. Dr. C knows best. Practice 
makes perfect. No matter what. It will be all worth it. This is the hearing world after all. Good 
speech gets you good jobs. Everyone's happy. Am I happy? Am I really happy?

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia29challenge?source=feed_text&story_id=1036591053082046


Hester Hussey
Mofit Wind up key 



Annick Adda-Sarma Gershwind
Day 15
Motif: WIND UP KEY
#DeVIA29Challenge
paint watercolor and acrylic mixed.

"Who say not to sign Language because Deafs sign like as the monkey?"

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia29challenge


Rosemary Parker Edwards
I am naming this "wind up speech". With all the years of speech therapy growing up I felt it 
was a lot of work like you have to wind up a toy... 



Ellen Mansfield
“Raise Your Red Hot Hand Up…”
“The Edison Talking doll” in 1890. First technology of tiny phonograph plugged in doll’s body. 
The tiny holes on the chest will be coming by singing. 
Edison marketed Edison Talking Doll after a month, business failed due to the product and 
sing songs that sounds creepy.
The painting is about the doll being winded down all the time in the audiology room. There are 
many stories about Raise your ‘’red hot’’ hand when you hear sounds during the hearing 
tests. Becuz…
1. don’t want to be too deaf so you think you will stay in advance class
2. don’t want to be too deaf so you don’t want to be a failed child
3. You will have better hearing status when you get older and be like hearing family member.
4. You know some ASL.. Do not want to be punished for that.. Can prove that you still hear.
5. Want to get digital hearing aids instead of the transistor body (on chest) hearing aids.

#DeVIA29challenge
Raise your red hand up...
Motif WIND UP KEY

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia29challenge


P Durr
Say the word "I scream"
Charcoal with color pencil
9 X 12
Wind up key motif day 15
#DeVIA29Challenge
Cochlear implants can now be turned off and on by remote control. One parent joked about 
turning her son s CI off when she hears the ice cream truck coming around. Ice cream is a 
common apo see woes to tear speech discrimination in an audiology lab. Cochlear implants 
now indicator blinking lights for specialists and parents to check status if on not off etc Child is 
receiving stimulus at the will of others not their own

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia29challenge


Nancy Rourke
Day 15 of 29 Days
WIND-UP KEY motif, resistance
Title: Say The Word Lullaby 
Oil on Canvas
I will let you interpret the painting.



Bonita L. Adair
Day 15 challenge: Wind Up Key motif
Title: "Your Speaking Is In Hindsight To Me"
Drawn by Bonita Adair and 10-years son's illustrated image, Aiden Adair
Image Description: sometimes, deaf students don't have great interpreter or teacher 
emphasize on lips for reading. Also, teacher tends to encourage the Deaf students to speak 
over and over until getting right tones.


